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Nomenclature

A = action space
a = action
a, b = manipulator length properties, m
B = number of value distribution bins
C = Coriolis matrix
dt = docking port position on target, m
E = expectation
h = angular momentum, �kg ⋅m2�∕s
I = moment of inertia, kg ⋅m2

J = total expected rewards
K = number of actors
L = loss function
l = linear momentum, �kg ⋅m�∕s
M = mass matrix
M = mini-batch size
m = mass, kg
N = N-step return length
N = normal distribution
p = position, m
R = replay buffer size
r = reward
u = control effort
v = velocity, m∕s
X = state space
x = total state; specific state, with subscript c or t
x = position in the x direction, m
Y = target value distribution
y = position in the y direction, m
Zϕ = value neural network with parameters ϕ
α = policy network learning rate
β = value network learning rate
γ = discount factor for future rewards
ϵ = weight-smoothing parameter
πθ = policy neural network with parameters θ
ϕ 0 or θ 0 = exponentially smoothed versions of ϕ or θ
ϕ, q = angle, deg
σ = exploration noise standard deviation
ω = angular rate, rad∕s

Subscripts

c = denoting chaser
cm = denoting chaser–manipulator combination
cmt = denoting chaser–manipulator–target combination
e = end-effector
n = time step number
t = denoting target

Superscripts

d = desired
1, 2, 3 = denoting the manipulator joints

I. Introduction

S INCE the first demonstrations of on-orbit servicing using a
robotic manipulator with ETS-VII in 1997 [1] and Orbital Ex-

press in 2007 [2], robotic manipulator research has accelerated in
hopes of enabling autonomous on-orbit servicing and space debris
removal. For a chaser spacecraft to service a target, it must perform
two tasks: 1) capture the target with its end-effector, and then 2) sta-
bilize the spinning target postcapture. The first task, target capture, is
typically accomplished using one of two approaches: i) the chaser
spacecraft is brought to rest near the target, after which the manipu-
lator alone executes the capture, typically in away that minimizes the
disturbances on the unactuated spacecraft base [3–6], or ii) the chaser
spacecraft approaches the target and captures it in one motion (i.e.,
both the spacecraft base and manipulator are actuated). The latter
approach is more flexible than the former, since it can handle time-
varying keep-out zones, and has therefore been extensively studied
with optimizationmethods [7–11], model predictive control methods
[12], and sample-based methods [13]. The second task, stabilizing
the spinning target postcapture, has been separately studied through
minimum-time formulations [7,14] and various advanced control
approaches [15–18].
Recently, Virgili-Llop and Romano [19] presented a method that

performs both the capture and stabilization simultaneously in a planar
environment. It uses an optimization-based approach to generate a real-
time guidance trajectory that satisfies a number of terminal constraints
such that the capture and stabilization are considered simultaneously in
the optimization. This technique leads the chaser spacecraft to capture
the target with some momentum of its own, effectively canceling the
target’s angular momentum upon capture. The authors experimentally
validated their work in a planar facility while demonstrating that the
approach can be executed on low-powered hardware. While this opti-
mization-based work has shown great promise, it is accompanied by
prescribed capture times and orientations, constant chaser initial con-
ditions, and hard-coded manipulator motion during the final seconds
before capture—all required for the optimization to be tractable. In
addition, the approach requires significant engineering effort to design
and was less effective at capturing moderately spinning targets greater
than 7 deg ∕s [19].
This paper builds upon this previous work by a) relaxing a number

of assumptions, while b) reducing the engineering effort associated
with the approach (by applying machine learning to the problem),
and c) improving performance by enabling the capture of high spin-
rate targets. Specifically, this paper uses deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) to learn a guidance strategy for simultaneous capture and
stabilization, rather than designing one by hand. DRL, through trial
and error, discovers the best way to solve a given problem by cal-
culating an action to take from a given observation of the state; the
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notion of success comes from a human-designed scalar reward
function. Through analyzing trial-and-error data, DRL determines
which actions maximize the rewards received—the reward function
drives the learned behavior. DRL has been cited as a major influence
in the future of aerospace engineering [20]. To date, it has been used
with spacecraft orbit determination [21], uncrewed aerial vehicle
wildfire detection [22], planetary landing [23,24], and spacecraft
proximity operations [25–27] with experimental results [28]. DRL
has recently been used for a dual-arm stationary spacecraft tomove its
two end-effectors near a target [29]. Similar dual-arm work, with a
free-floating spacecraft base and additional dynamic constraints has,
been presented in [30] with preliminary results (capture is considered
successful when both end-effectors are within 0.2 m of the docking
ports). A dual-arm truss-assembling robot used DRL to compensate
for measurement errors and obstacles in experiment [31]. Experi-
mentation has also been performed using machine-learning-based
computer vision for manipulator tasks [32,33]. Unless otherwise
reported, all previous work has been considered in simulation only.
This paper uses DRL to guide a manipulator-equipped chaser

spacecraft to capture and simultaneously stabilize a spinning target
from arbitrary initial conditions despite position, velocity, and accel-
eration constraints. The learned real-time closed-loop guidance tech-
nique is trained in simulation and is evaluated in planar hardware
experiments at Carleton University’s planar Spacecraft Proximity
Operations Testbed. The novel contributions of this work are as
follows:
1) An improvement in the state-of-the-art of manipulator-based

spacecraft capture and simultaneous stabilization
2) The first experimental demonstration, to the best of the authors’

knowledge, of using artificial intelligence techniques to perform
manipulator-based capture of a spinning target
Compared to previous optimization-based work accomplishing

the same task [19], this DRL-based approach allows for the follow-
ing improvements to be made: 1) the chaser and manipulator initial
positions are randomized; 2) the chaser and manipulator configu-
rations at capture are not prescribed; 3) the manipulator motion is
not hard-coded before capture; and 4) no prescribed maneuver time
is set (i.e., the chaser is allowed to learn the best time to capture the
target).
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II presents the spacecraft

capture task and how it is solved using DRL, Sec. III presents and
discusses the simulated and experimental results, and Sec. IV con-
cludes this paper.

II. Methods

This section describes the task, system dynamics, and how
DRL is used as guidance to solve the capture and stabilization
problem.

A. Problem Statement

Two spacecraft exist in a planar environment: a chaser spacecraft
is actively controlled and has a three-link robotic manipulator; a
target spacecraft is passive, spinning at a constant angular velocity,
and has a docking port. Both spacecraft are shown in Fig. 1. The
goal of this work is to 1) have the chaser spacecraft learn how to
capture the spinning target with its robotic manipulator, while
2) simultaneously bring the target to rest upon being captured. It
is assumed that the manipulator end-effector engages rigidly with
the target’s docking port immediately upon contact. The planar
three-link manipulator-equipped chaser has dynamics modeled
according to

M�xc� �xc � C�xc; _xc� _xc � uc (1)

whereM is themassmatrix,C is the Coriolis matrix, xc is the chaser
state, and uc is the control effort. The matrices are as defined in [6]
with physical parameters, measured from the Spacecraft Proximity
Operations Testbed, defined in Table 1. As is common in short time-
scale and separation distance proximity operations research, orbital
effects are ignored [6,11,19,31,34–41].

B. Deep-Reinforcement-Learning–Based Guidance

DRL is used to learn the behavior required for the chaser to capture
and stabilize the target. AMarkov decision process (MDP) describes
a discrete-time sequence of events to which DRL can be applied. For
a state xn ∈ X , at time step n, upon which a chosen action an ∈ A is
applied, a new state xn�1 is returned according to a state transition
function Pa�xn; xn�1�, which may be stochastic, along with a corre-
sponding scalar reward rn�xn;an�. The MDP must satisfy the Mar-
kov property, which requires the process be memoryless; i.e., xmust
fully describe the system. DRL performs trial and error on anMDP to
learn a policy πθ that maps states x to actions a that maximize the
rewards r accumulated over time. In contrast to optimal control, DRL
only has access to the dynamics through sampling. The pursuit of
rewards by the learning algorithm allows for complex behaviors to
emerge according to a comparatively simple reward function; the
designer does not need to know how to solve the problem, onlywhen
it is solved. This paper uses the DRL algorithm named D4PG [42]
because it allows for continuous states and actions, yields determin-
istic behavior, can be trained across many CPUs, and has excellent
performance. D4PG is an actor–critic algorithm where the critic
neural network is trained using supervised learning to minimize

L�ϕ� � Ef−Y log�Zϕ�x;a��g (2)

whereZϕ is the critic with parametersϕ,Y are the target critic values,
E denotes the expectation, and L�ϕ� is the loss function to be
minimized using stochastic gradient descent. The policy is trained
through

∇θJ�θ� � E�∇θπθ�x�E�∇aZϕ�x;a��ja�πθ�x�� (3)

where ∇θ denotes the gradient with respect to the policy’s neural
network parameters θ, J�θ� denotes the average policy performance,
and all other variables have been previously defined. Algorithm and
training details can be found in [28] or in the included code.‡

Chaser Target

Fig. 1 Chaser and target reference frame and state notation.

Table 1 Dynamics parameters

Body
Body

identifier
ϕi, deg ai, m bi, m mi, kg Ii, kg ⋅m2

Chaser C 74.31 —— 0.2515 11.211 2.022 × 10−1

Link #1 1 — — 0.1968 0.1077 0.3450 3.704 × 10−3

Link #2 2 — — 0.1982 0.1063 0.3350 3.506 × 10−3

Link #3 3 — — 0.0621 0.0252 0.1110 1.060 × 10−4

Target t 72.00 —— 0.2406 12.039 2.257 × 10−1

‡https://github.com/Carleton-SRCL/JGCD_2021.
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To applyDRL to the capture and stabilization scenario considered in
this paper, the DRL-based guidance technique developed by the
authors [28,43] is herein used.DRL is used to learn a guidance strategy
(one that issues a desired acceleration signal), while control (to track
that desired acceleration signal) is performed using traditional appro-
aches. The motivation for this architecture is twofold: 1) it brings the
high-level problem solving ability of DRL into the most appropriate
segment for robotics (guidance/path planning), while 2) excluding the
policy from overfitting a controller to the simulated dynamics (which
are not identical to reality). A block-scheme diagram of the guidance
and control system is shown in Fig. 2, where �xdc;n is the desired chaser
acceleration signal and un is the control effort.
The input to the DRL policy is

x � �xc _xc _qt xt − xc yt − yc qt − qc �T ∈ R16 (4)

where xc � �xc yc qc q1 q2 q3 �, with all elements defined
in Fig. 1.

C. Reward Function

The reward function incentivizes the desired behavior. A sparse
reward function is used, where a reward of zero is given at all time
steps except the following: 1) a reward is given for capturing the
target (though this reward is reduced proportional to postcapture
angular momentum and end-effector angle and velocity errors at
the moment of capture); 2) a reward is given for bringing the end-
effector close to the docking port to encourage docking; 3) a penalty
is given if the manipulator joints reach their limits; and 4) a penalty is
given for the chaser traveling too far from the target.

More concretely, the reward function is

rn �

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

0; otherwise

100 − 50j sin�qc � q1 � q2 � q3 − qt − π∕2�j−
50k _pe − _dtk − 50j _qc � _q1 � _q2 � _q3 − _qtj − 25jhcmtj;

if kdt − pek ≤ 0.04 m�awarded once�

25; if kdt − pek ≤ 0.1 m�awarded once�
−5; if jq1j or jq2j or jq3j ≥ π∕2

−100; if xc ∈= �0; 3.5� ∨ yc ∈= �0; 2.4�

(5)

where pe is the end-effector position, dt is the target’s docking
port location, and hcmt is the total postcapture angular momentum
(measured about the postcapture center of mass, pcmt), calculated
through

hcmt � hcm � S�pcm − pcmt�×lcm � ht � S�pt − pcmt�×lt (6)

where hcm, lcm, and pcm are the angular momentum (measured
about pcm), the linear momentum, and the position of the chaser–
manipulator system, respectively, and ht, lt, and pt are the angular
momentum (measured about pt), the linear momentum, and the
position of the target, respectively. The center of mass of the chaser–
manipulator–target system,pcmt, is calculated as themass-weighted
average of all the component positions. Finally, S � � 0 0 1 � to
select the angular momentum component relevant to the planar
motion. The skew-symmetric matrix is

p× �

2
664

0 −pz py

pz 0 −px

−py px 0

3
775 (7)

The episode is terminated early, with a reward of zero, if 1) the
chaser collides with the target in any fashion, or 2) the maximum
time limit is reached. In seeking tomaximize rewards, using Eqs. (2)
and (3), the DRL-based guidance system indirectly learns to master
the target capture and simultaneous stabilization task. Learning
algorithm parameters are identical to the authors’ previous work
[28], with the exception of the value bounds being over the expected
reward interval �−100; 125�. The theoretical maximum expected
reward of 125 represents the proximity reward of�25 plus a perfect
docking of �100. Although the value bound of 125 will never be
reached in practice, due to future rewards being discounted by the
factor γ, it is indeed a reasonable upper bound.
It should be noted that the reward function could be adjusted to

yield any desired behavior. For a faster capture, time penalties could

be introduced; for fuel-optimal behavior, acceleration penalties. As
shown in the authors’ previouswork [28], the reward functionmay be
easily modified to accommodate stationary or dynamic obstacles
through penalizing chaser proximity to such obstacles.

III. Results

This section presents the training of theDRL-based guidance policy
in simulation and the subsequent laboratory experimental results.

A. Training in Simulation

The capture task is trained entirely in simulation before being
transferred to the spacecraft experimental laboratory. Dynamic
parameters listed in Table 1 are used in the numerical simulations,
along with the position, velocity, and acceleration constraints listed
in Table 2. The chaser, manipulator, and target initial conditions are

Table 2 Position, velocity, and acceleration limits

Parameter xc yc qc q1 q2 q3

Position [0, 3.5] m [0, 2.4] m No limit �π∕2 rad �π∕2 rad �π∕2 rad

Velocity �0.1 m∕s �0.1 m∕s �π∕12 rad∕s �π∕6 rad∕s �π∕6 rad∕s �π∕6 rad∕s
Acceleration �0.02 m∕s2 �0.02 m∕s2 �0.05 rad∕s2 �0.1 rad∕s2 �0.1 rad∕s2 �0.1 rad∕s2

Fig. 2 DRL-based guidance strategy.
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uniformly randomized at the beginning of each episode according to
Table 3. A target-centered reference frame is used such that the
chaser’s velocity is reported relative to the target; the chaser starts
each episodewith zero relative velocity. The target’s angular velocity
is uniformly randomized across the range _qt � �10 deg ∕s. In other
words, the target’s angular velocity is randomized in direction and
magnitude between episodes, but is constantwithin each episode. It is
assumed that the full system state is known (as did [19] among others
[6,10,11,28,34–36,40,41]). The chaser and its manipulator are
actively controlled to track the desired acceleration signal calculated
by the policy, �xdc , using the following feedforward open-loop con-
troller:

uc � M�xdc� �xdc � C�xdc ; _xdc� _xdc (8)

Training is performed on Carleton University’s Research Comput-
ing and Development Cloud (32-Intel Xenon x86 CPUs) over a
period of 15 days.
The learning curve in Fig. 3a, which is exponentially smoothed for

claritywith a factor of 0.95, shows the total rewards accumulated over
each episode as a function of the number of training episodes. The
accumulated reward in each episode increases, on average, as training

progresses. The policy’s initially random behavior leads to poor
initial performance; penalties for exceeding the table boundaries
are often encountered along with manipulator joint limit penalties.
However, better performance, as judged by the accumulated rewards
received, is quickly learned within the first∼105 episodes. As training
continues, the maximum average reward received after 4.5 × 105 epi-
sodes is 90, which is near the theoretical maximum rewards of 125
obtainable for this task. Figure 3b shows the exponentially smoothed
postcapture angular velocity of the combined chaser–manipulator–
target system along with one standard deviation. The postcapture an-
gular velocity is only reported when successful capture occurs, and
is why the curve does not start from episode 0. During training, the
average postcapture angular velocity of the combined system appro-
aches zero and its variance decreases (final values are −0.17°∕s aver-
age residual angular velocity with a standard deviation of 2.56°∕s).
Figure 3c shows the capture success rate of the final 10,000 training
episodes as a function of the target angular velocity. A capture is
deemed successful if >25 rewards are received on the episode, which
is only possible when a capture occurs [see Eq. (5)]. A near-constant
success rate is observed across all target angular rates, in contrast to the
decreasing success with increasing angular rate reported in [19]. These
three plots demonstrate that, starting from purely random behavior, the

a) Learning curve b) Post-capture angular velocity c) Capture success rate

Fig. 3 Training progression in simulation.

Table 3 Initial conditions and their uniform randomization

Parameter xc, m yc, m qc, rad q1, rad q2, rad q3, rad xt, m yt, m qt, rad

Initial position 1.2 1.2 0 0 0 0 2.3 1.2 0
Randomization �0.05 �0.05 �π �π∕2 �π∕2 �π∕2 �0.05 �0.05 �π

Fig. 4 The Spacecraft Proximity Operations Testbed.
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Table 4 Experiment initial conditions

Initial condition xc, m yc, m qc, ° q1, ° q2, ° q3, ° xt, m yt, m qt, ° _qt, °

1 1.2 1.2 0 0 0 0 2.3 1.2 125 5
2 1.2 0.6 180 60 −45 80 2.3 1.2 40 10
3 0.5 1.6 45 90 90 0 2.3 1.2 −100 −5

= 0 s = 3.6 s = 7.2 s = 10.8 s

= 14.3 s = 17.9 s = 21.5 s = 25.1 s

= 0 s = 4.4 s = 8.9 s = 13.3 s

= 17.8 s = 22.2 s = 26.7 s = 31.1 s

= 0 s = 4.2 s = 8.3 s = 12.5 s

= 16.7 s = 20.9 s = 25.0 s = 29.2 s

a) Initial condition 1

b) Initial condition 2

c) Initial condition 3

Fig. 5 Snapshots of three experimental trajectories.
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DRL-based guidance algorithm has successfully learned to maneuver
the chaser and its manipulator, through calculating desired acceleration
signals, to capture the target spacecraft in a way that the combined
system is stabilized.

B. Experimental Results

Experiments are conducted at Carleton University’s Spacecraft
Proximity Operations Testbed (SPOT). SPOT consists of two air-
bearing spacecraft platforms operating in a three-degree-of-freedom
and near-friction-free environment in close proximity on a 2.4 m ×
3.5 m granite surface. Each spacecraft platform has eight miniature
air thrusters, with a 1.76 mN ⋅ sminimum impulse bit, which provide
full planar control authority. Additional facility details are presented
in [28]. Figure 4a shows the laboratory facility and Fig. 4b shows the
two platforms: one equipped with a robotic manipulator (the chaser)
and the other with a magnetic docking port (the target). The target’s
electromagnetic docking port creates a rigid connection with the
chaser’s end-effector when the two are brought within approximately
1 cm of each other.
The final version of the trained-in-simulation guidance policy is

exported for use in the SPOT facility; no additional training or fine-
tuning is performed during the experiment. Both platforms maneu-
ver to their initial conditions. The chaser then performs inference on
the trained guidance policy and uses its on-board feedforward
controller to track the guided acceleration signal it receives from
the policy.
Initial conditions for three experimental scenarios are shown in

Table 4. Each experiment is repeated five times, and snapshots of a
select experiment for each initial condition are shown in Fig. 5. The
average angular rates across all five trials are shown in Fig. 6. Post-
capture angular velocities for the three initial conditions are−1.5°∕s,
0.5°∕s, and 1.0°∕s, respectively. The targetwas successfully captured
at a 10°∕s, higher than attempted in previous work, and with fewer
assumptions and reduced engineering effort than previous work [19].
Due to experimental limitations that are not accounted for in

simulation (control allocation problems and chaser–target thruster
plume interactions), initial conditions have to be chosen that mini-
mize these effects; the chosen initial conditions are listed in Table 4.
The control allocation strategy is a function that converts desired
forces and torques into thruster firings for the eight miniature air
thrusters on the SPOT platforms; these thruster firings must be
accurate in order for the guided accelerations to be properly tracked.
It was discovered that the thruster air pressure decreases as a function
of the number of thrusters firing simultaneously, leading to control
allocation problems and the desired accelerations not being accu-
rately tracked. In addition, the chaser’s thruster plumes often dra-
matically affect the motion of the target immediately before capture,
causing capture to fail. Initial conditions that lead to these situations
are excluded, as these experiment-related problems are deemed out-
side the scope of this work. However, plume interactions were still
present in some successful experiments, as observed in Fig. 6c
around 25 s. There, the target’s angular rate slows over 5 s just before
capture due to the chaser’s thruster plumes interacting with the
target’s structure.
Two perturbation experiments are performed (using initial con-

dition 2 in Table 4), where 1) the chaser is pushed off course, and
2) the target is stopped from spinning midway through the experi-
ment. Both perturbations are applied by manually interfering with
the platforms. In Fig. 7a, the chaser is abruptly moved to a new
location and orientation midway through the experiment. Because
the guidance policy calculates desired acceleration signals in real-
time according to the current state of the chaser, manipulator, and
target, in Eq. (4), it immediately adapts to the perturbation and
adjusts its approach to successfully capture the target. Similarly, in
Fig. 7b, the target is perturbed to a new attitude and its angular rate is
brought to zeromidexperiment. The guidance policy again adapts in
real-time to the new scenario and captures the target regardless.
These two perturbation experiments highlight the real-time nature
of the DRL-based guidance technique and its ability to handle
perturbations not seen during training.

C. Simulation-to-Reality, Safety, and Limitations

Successful manipulator-based capture was achieved despite a
significant number of discrepancies between the experimental
facility and the simulated environment within which the policy was
trained. Namely, the simulated environment dynamics did not model
friction (between the air bearings and the table, nor at themanipulator
joints), air resistance, signal noise, system delays, center of mass
offsets, discrete thrusters and the thrust actuation strategy, thruster
plume interaction, or the table slope. The learned system transfers
well from simulation to reality because DRL was implemented to
exclusively learn guidance, which is less sensitive to dynamic dis-
crepancies than control. A feedforward controller ensured proper
guidance tracking regardless of modeling errors.
System safetywas considered in the crafting of the reward function

and early ending conditions to avoid chaser–target collisions. Safety
is an important topic whenever learning-based methods are used, as
traditional stability proofs are not yet available for neural networks.
Learning-based methods have limitations. Designing the reward

function to elicit the desired behavior can be time-consuming, the
offline training process can be compute-intensive, and the resulting
behaviors may be unintuitive to humans. However, the advantages
of learning-based techniques (ease of use, state-of-the-art behavior,
real-time performance) demand their consideration for aerospace
applications.
A video summarizing the simulations and experiments can be

found in the Supplemental Material (or online at https://youtu.be/Ft6
WKnHFhcY). All code used to train and evaluate the reinforcement
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Fig. 6 Angular rate over time for three sets of initial conditions, each

with five trials.
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learning algorithm on the capture task can be found at https://
github.com/Carleton-SRCL/JGCD_2021.

IV. Conclusions

Using a robotic manipulator to capture and stabilize an uncooper-
ative target is a promising solution to the growing space debris
problem and to enable on-orbit satellite servicing. The motion re-
quired for a manipulator-equipped spacecraft to capture and simulta-
neously stabilize a spinning target is complex, leading traditional
approaches to require significant engineering effort and assumptions
to solve. DRL, on the other hand, allows for complex behaviors to be
learned, rather than designed, according to a simple reward function.
DRL was used to learn a guidance strategy, and a conventional con-
troller tracked its desired acceleration signals. The guidance system
was successfully trained in simulation despite position, velocity, and
acceleration constraints, randomized initial conditions, and target
spin rates from −10°∕s to 10°∕s; the chaser properly learned to
capture the target and simultaneously stabilize it. The trained guid-
ance policy was then transferred to the Spacecraft Proximity Oper-
ations Testbed facility at Carleton University, where the learned
behavior was successfully executed on a manipulator-equipped
spacecraft hardware platform that was able to capture and simulta-
neously stabilize an uncooperative spinning target despite being
subjected to initial conditions and perturbations not seen during
training. This work improves the state-of-the-art in manipulator-
based capture and stabilization of spacecraft and represents the first,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, experimental demonstration of
using artificial intelligence techniques to enable the capture of a
spinning spacecraft.

Future work should compare learned DRL behaviors to state-of-
the-art hand-crafted methods such as model predictive control on the
basis of performance, fuel consumption, and real-time compute
requirements. It should also investigate increasing the success rate
of these preliminary results higher to render the technique closer to
production quality.
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